This paper is concerned with linear nonautonomous systems of ordinary differential equations. A criterion for exponential separation in terms of exponential dichotomy is given. As corollaries we obtain the roughness theorem for exponential separation and the new result that an upper triangular system on a half-line is exponentially separated if and only if the system corresponding to its diagonal is. A minimal decomposition into exponentially separated subspaces is defined. It turns out that it is, in general, finer than the Sacker-Sell spectral decomposition but that the two decompositions coincide for almost periodic systems.
Let A(t), B(t) be (real or complex) n x II matrix functions, bounded and continuous on an interval J, where .I is [0, co), (-co, 0] or (--co, co). The systems of linear differential equations, and i=A(t)x
(1) jt = B(t) y,
are said to be kinematically similar if there exists a continuously differentiable invertible matrix function S(t) (called a kinematic similarity) such that S(f) and S-'(t) are bounded and such that the transformation x = S(t)v takes the solutions of (1) on to the solutions of (2).
(1) is said to be reducible (cf. Coppel [ 10, p. 381) if it is kinematically similar to a system (2) whose coefficient matrix has the block form, B,(t) and B,(t) being matrices of order lower than B(l). In Lemma 2 in [ 10, p. 401 Coppel shows that (1) is reducible if and only if there is a projection P f 0, I such that X(l) PX-'(t) is bounded. Here X(t) is the fundamental matrix for (1) with X(0) = I. In this case, we also say that (1) is reducible with respect to the decomposition 7; @ 7 ; of n-dimensional Euclidean space E", where 7; is the range of P and ?; its kernel. By induction, using Coppel's result, it is easy to show (cf. Daleckii and Krein Ill\) that (1) is kinematially similar to a system (2), whose coefficient matrix has the block diagonal form diag (E,(t),..., BJt)), where B,(t) has order ni (n, > 1, C:=, ni = n), if and only if there exist supplementary projections P, ,..., Pk of respective ranks n, ,..., nk such that X(r) Pi X-'(t) is bounded for i = 1 ,..., k. In this case we say that (1) is reducible with respect to the decomposition 7 ; @ ..a @ 7 ; of E", where 7 i is the range of Pi.
The ordered pair 7 ;, 7; of subspaces of E" is said to be exponentially separated with respect to the system (1) if dim 7 f > 1, 7 ; n 7 i = (O} and there exist constants K > 1, a > 0 such that for s <I, IXIWI Ix*(s)l Ix,(s)1 Ix,(t)1 G Ke-""-.3'y whenever x,(l) is a solution of (1) with x,(O) # 0 in 7;. (Throughout this paper 1 . 1 denotes the Euclidean norm when the argument is a vector and the corresponding operator norm when the argument is a matrix.) If k > 2 and n, ,..., nk are positive integers such that xf_, n, = n the system (1) is said to be (n, ,..., n,)-exponential!v separated if E" can be decomposed as a direct sum 7 ; @ ... @ 7; with dim F'; = n, such that F ;, F ;+, are exponentially separated with respect to (1) for i = I,.... k -1. In this case we also say that 7 ; ,..., 7; are exponentially separated with respect to (1). The concept of exponential separation was introduced by Bylov et al. 161; see also Bylov and Vinograd [ 51. It has been generalised to linear skew product flows by Bronshtein and Chernii 111. In the case k = n so that ni = 1 for all i, (1) is said to be integrally separated, cf. Bylov (1) is said to have an exponential dichotomy if there is a projection P and constants K > 1, a > 0 such that IX(t) PX-l(s)\ <K e-""-') (s Q t)3 that when J = (-co, 01 or (-a~, w) the kernel of P, called the unsfable subspace, is {{E E": X(f)r + 0 as t + -co }. When J = IO, co) the kernel of P may be any subspace complementary to the stable subspace and when J = (-co, 01 the range of P may be any subspace complementary to the unstable subspace. We still call them unstable and stable subspaces, respectively, even though they are not uniquely determined.
In analogy with the definition given in Sacker and Sell 121 1, we define the spectrum of the system (1) as the set of real A such that does not have an exponential dichotomy.
The spectrum consists of k-( 1 < k < n) closed intervals lai, bi I (called specfral infercals) where a,<b,<a,<b,<... <a,<b,.
Choose points Ai (i = l,..., X--1) such that bi<Li<ai-, and let ',' be a stable and . Then .ii is called a spectral subspace corresponding to lai, biJ and it can be shown (cf. 1211) that E"=.i";@.Y;@ ... @ .Yi. The latter is called a spectral decomposition of E" with respect to (1). (Note that it is unique when ,/ = (-co, cr3) but not when J is a half-line. I It is clear that .I, ,..., .i/, are exponentially separated with respect to (1).
We now give an outline of the contents of the paper. In Section 1 we give a simple proof of the well-known result that if (1) is (n, ,..., n,)-exponentially separated with 7 ; 0 . . . @ 7; as the corresponding decomposition of E". then it is reducible with respect to this same decomposition. This result includes the Bylov diagonalization theorem 131 for integrally separated systems as a special case. We then use the reducibility result to obtain a first characterization of (n, ,.... n,)-exponentially separated systems (Theorem 1). In Section 2 we use Theorem 1, together with the technique of upper and lower fincfions due to Bylov et a/. 16). to characterize (n, ,..., nk)-exponentially separated systems in terms of exponential dichotomies (Theorem 2). This characterization generalizes the one given for integrally separated systems in [20] . Using Theorem 2 we are able to immediately deduce the roughness theorem for systems with exponential separation using the similar theorem for exponential dichotomies (cf. 110, p. 341). We are also able to deduce the new result that when A(t) is an upper triangular matrix function defined on a half-line, then the system (1) is (n, ,..., n,)-exponentially separated if and only if the corresponding diagonal system is. Finally, we show that when A(t) is almost periodic and the system (1) is (n, ,..., nJ exponentially separated with corresponding decomposition 7 ; @ . . . @ 7' i, each 7; is a direct sum of spectral subspaces. This result is essentially the same as Theorem 3 in [S] but the formulation here is quite different. The special case of it for integrally separated systems was indicated in the remark at the end of Section 3 in (201.
In Section 3 we observe that for any system (1) there is a minimal decomposition of E" into exponentially separated subspaces and examine the extent to which such a decomposition is unique. In general, minimal decompositions are finer than spectral decompositions but it turns out that they coincide in the case of almost periodic systems.
FIRST CHARACTERIZATION OF EXPONENTIAL SEPARATION
First we show that exponentially separated systems are reducible. 
Now applying (3) for i = l,..., k -1 and s Q t, 
Applying (5) for i= 1 and i=k-1, we see that ?';@F;;, Y;,...,Yk-2, 9'; + 1 0 7; are exponentially separated.
Repeatedly arguing as above, we conclude for i = l,..., k -1 that r; @ *** @ 7; and ST,, @ 'a. @ 7; are exponentially separated. Applying the reasoning that led to (4) to these two subspaces, we deduce that there are constants Ki > 1 such that lx~(cl GKi lxICt) + x*Cf)l (6) whenever xl(t), x2(t) are solutions of (1) with x,(O) # 0 in 7; @ . . . @ F; andx,(O)#Oin~<+,@...@'F'~.
NOW let Pi be the projection with range 7; and kernel 7;; @ . . . @ S I-, @ r;+, @ **-07-i.
Then if < in E" is such that (P, + . . . + Pi)r # 0 and (Pi+, + ..a + I'& # 0 it follows from (6) that IX(t)(Pl + '** + pi)tl < Ki Ix(f)<(e We replace < by X-'(t)c to deduce for all t and i = l,..., k that ( X(t)(P1 + * *. +Pi)X-'(t)(<Ki.
is a bounded function for each i and the reducibility is then a consequence of Coppel's result mentioned in the introduction.
Remark. Let j, ,..., j, be integers such that 1 < j, < . . . < j, = k. Then it is clear from the proof of the lemma that system (1) 
for s < t, i = l,..., k -1.
ProojI Suppose there exist projections with the given properties. Then for i = I,..., k-1, all <#O, q#O in E" and s<t,
Replacing < by X-'(s) Pi< # 0 and v by X(t) Pi+, q + 0, we get IxCt) pi5l IxCs) pi+ 1 V G K e-a(t-sj Ix(s)pitl * lx(t)pi+IVI .
That is, (1) Then for i = I,..., k-1, all r, 7 in E" such that P,r#O, P,+,v#O and s<t,
Replacing r by X-'(s)T and v by X-'(t)~ it follows that for i = l,..., k -1, all <, r and s ,< t,
where Ki = sup IX(t)P,X-l(t)1 < o3, by Lemma 1. So
CHARACTERIZATION OF EXPONENTIAL SEPARATION IN TERMS OF EXPONENTIAL DICHOTOMY
In order to prove our main result in this section we need two lemmas, the first of which is well known (cf. 161). The second is a consequence of the first and a proof of it was indicated by Bylov and Vinograd in (5, p. 9.501. LEMMA 2. Let p(t) be a real function bounded and continuous on J. For fixed nonzero H define .t+ff pH(t) = H-' 1 p(s) ds, .I where H > 0 when J= [0, 00) or (-co, m) and <0 when J= (---co, 01. Then
Let 7 ; @ a.. @ 7'; be a decomposition of E" and let PI,..., P, be the corresponding projections. Then the locally integrable real function p(t) is called an upper (resp. lower) function for 7 i with respect to (1) if there exists a constant K >, 1 such that for s < t
LEMMA 3. Suppose (1) is reducible with respect to a decomposition 7; @ ... @7; with P ,,..., P, the corresponding projections. Then for i= 1 . ..., k and H > 0, the functions p,;.,(t) = H-' log IX(t + H) P,X-'(I)] when J = 10, co) or (-ax, co), = H-' log IX(t) P,X-'(r -H)I when J = (-co, 01, and p,;.i-'(t)=-H-'logJX(t)P,X-'(t+ H)J whenJ= 10, oo)or(-oo, OO),
whenJ= (-co, 01, are, respectively, upper and lower functions for Pi.
Proof For fixed s and < in E" such that P,X-'(s)t f 0, put
Then 11 p[I < IIA 11 and, using Lemma 2, Now in the former case,
and in the latter case, 
Then for s Q t and i = l,..., k, making repeated use of (13), IX(t)(P, + "* + pi)X-l(S)l < i IX(t)PjX-l(S)1 j=l < 5 Kj $:P,+j(4)dU j=l Now for i = l,..., k take pi(t) = ~i,~(t) + A, where A is a constant satisfying 0 ( A < $a. We see from (13) that pi(t),..., pk(t) are integrally separated. Moreover, Y,(t) = X(t) e-Jbpi(s)ds is a fundamental matrix for the system (10) such that, for s < t and i = I,..., using (11). That is, the system (10) has an exponential dichotomy with a projection of rank n, + . . . + ni and hence a stable subspace of the same dimension. So the proof of the necessity is complete. To prove the sufficiency, suppose that there exist bounded, continuous, real functions PI(t),..., p&t) satisfying (9) such that for i = l,..., k the system (10) has an exponential dichotomy with stable subspace of dimension n1 + ... + ni. Because of the integral separation property (9) of the pI)s it is clear that when J= (0, a~) or (-co, co) the stable subspace for the ith Eq. (10) is a subspace of that for the (i + 1)th equation and when J = (-co, 0] or (-co, 00) the unstable subspace for the ith contains that for the (i + 1)th equation. In either case, the stable and unstable subspaces can be so chosen that the stable subspaces form an increasing sequence and the unstable subspaces a decreasing sequence. For i = l,..., k let Qi be a projection with range as the chosen stable subspace for (10) and kernel as the unstable subspace. Then there exist constants K > 1, a > 0 such that for i = l,..., k and s < 
., k and s < t, ( Yi(t) Pi Y;'(s)/ < 2K2 e-a('-s).
Similarly for i = I,..., k -1 and s < t, 1 Yi(s) Pi+, Y,:'(t)1 < 2K2 e-""-S'.
Hence for i = l,..., k -1 and s < t,
Ix(t)PiX-'(S)( (X(S)Pi+,X-'(t)(=IYi(t)P,Y~'(S)( IY[(S)Pi+,Y;'(t)( ,<4K4 ,-*d-S).
Theorem 1 implies then that (1) COROLLARY 3. Let a,(t),..., a,(t) be scalar functions, bounded and continuous on J. Then the diagonal system 1, = a,(t)x, (i = l,..., n),
is (n, ,..., n,)-exponentially separated tf and only tf the ai can be re-ordered so that Re ai,,..., Re ajk are integrally separated whenever j,,..., j, are integers such that 1 <j, <n, and n, + ..a + niWl < ji < n, + ... + n, for i = 2,..., k. orj> ni}. We prove that the integral separation conditions on the ai are necessary by induction on n. If n = 1 there is nothing to prove. We assume the necessity of the conditions for all positive integers less than n and prove it for n. So suppose that (14) is (n, ,..., n,)-exponentially separated. Then by Theorem 2 there exist bounded, continuous, real functions P,(Z),..., z+#) satisfying (9) such that for j = l,..., k, the system
has an exponential dichotomy with a stable subspace of dimension n, + **-+ n,.. In particular, for j = 1 there exist constants 6 > 0, a > 0 and a subset Z of {l,..., n} of cardinality n, such that, for s < r,
Hence if iEZ,j&Zand
Now for j = 2,..., k, (15) has an exponential dichotomy with stable subspace of dimension n, + . . . +nj. But for iEZand s<t,
So for j = 2,..., k the (n -n,)-dimensional system ii = [q(t) -pj(t)]xi (i = l,..., n; i 6? Z),
has an exponential dichotomy with stable subspace of dimension n2 + ... + 5. That is, by Theorem 2 the (n -n,)-dimensional system
is (n, ,..., n,)-exponentially separated. The induction hypothesis is now applied to (17) and, using (16), the result follows. The Perron transformation (cf. [ 10, p. 871) y = S,(t)0 + S,(t)w, z = S,(t)w corresponding to the fundamental matrix of (18) which is the identity at t = 0 takes (18) into a similar system, ti = X(t)0 + qt>w,
with J(t), B(t) upper triangular. (18) Hence (18) is (n, ,..., n&-exponentially separated if and only if the corresponding block diagonal system is. Clearly this can be generalized to block upper triangular systems with more than two blocks along the diagonal. 
where the fundamental matrix Y(t) of the system satisfies ) Y(t)Y-l(s)/ <L eelrWs' for s, 1 > 0, and the system i = B,(t)z (22) has an exponential dichotomy on [O, co). For E sufficiently small it is clear that the system 3=A,(t)y, i = B*(t)z is (n, , n,, n,)-exponentially separated with respect to the decomposition y1 @ yZ 0 Tj, where y, is the stable .subspace for (22), yZ is the subspace z = 0 and TJ is an unstable subspace for (22) . It follows from Remark 1 that the block upper triangular system i = B,(@ + B,@)y, i =A,(OY is also (n,, n,, n,)-exponentially separated. But then it follows from Corollary 2 that for E sufficiently small the original system (21) is also (n, , n2, n,)-exponentially separated and hence block diagonalizable by Lemma 1.
COROLLARY 5. Suppose A(t) is an almost periodic matrix function defined on (-a~, 03). Then if (1) is (n, ,..., n,)-exponentially separated with respect to a decomposition "u; 0 1 I. @ Yk, each "y;: is the direct sum of spectral subspaces.
Proof: Let P, ,..., Pk be the projections corresponding to the decomposition r1 @ . . . @ yk. According to Theorem 2, there exist integrally separated functions PI(t),..., p,&) such that, for i= l,..., k, (10) has an exponential dichotomy with corresponding projection P, + a.. + Pi. .., k, so that X(t + H)P,X-'(t) and hence p,(t) is almost periodic.
Let ii be the mean value of pi(t). Because the p,(t) satisfy inequalities of the form (9), we must have A1 < A, < ..a < A,. Since for all E > 0 there exists T(E) such that <& for all t, s satisfying 1 t -s] > T(E), it follows for i = l,..., k that the system 1 = [A@) -A,Z]x (23) also has an exponential dichotomy with corresponding projection P, f *** +P1. Now q is the range of Pi, which is the intersection of the stable subspace of (23) and the unstable subspace of
In terms of Sacker and Sell's spectral theory, this means that A, ,..., i, are not in the spectrum of (1) and that q is the direct sum of the spectral subspaces corresponding to the spectral intervals lying between lie, and &.
MINIMAL DECOMPOSITION INTO EXPONENTIALLY SEPARATED SUBSPACES
A decomposition T, @ .a. @ Tk of E" is said to be minimal with respect to a system (1) if either k = 1 or the decomposition is exponentially separated with respect to (1), and no q is the direct sum of proper subspaces which are exponentially separated with respect to (1). In the next theorem we examine the extent to which such a minimal decomposition is unique (the existence being clear). Thus 71 can be expressed as the direct sum of proper subspaces which are exponentially separated, one being any complement of 7 ; @ . . . @ 7; , in (7 ; @ ... @ 7;) n (W,.,' . a. @ q) and the other .;I. This is a contradiction.
Similarly we show that the second possibility leads to a contradiction. If the third possibility holds, (%;@ .a* @ 7&j) n 7; = (0) which means that W,'@ ... @ '235 and ?"I, and hence 'Pj' and ;"I, are exponentially separated. Exchanging 7' and ?P' we see similarly that 71 and Wj' are exponentially separated. This is impossible. So all three possibilities lead to contradictions and hence we must have k = 1 and 7 ; @ ... @ 7; = VP' @ . . . @ Z<' for i = l,..., k.
Conversely, suppose 3%; @ ... @ Wi is a decomposition satisfying the latter conditions. Then it follows from Corollary 1 that %,',..., Zi are exponentially separated. It must be minimal for otherwise there would be a minimal decomposition into more than k proper subspaces. Thus the proof of the theorem for the J = (0, co) case is concluded.
The J= (-co, 01 case is treated in a similar way. Consider now the .I= (-co, co) case and suppose 28,-O . . . @ %,' is a minimal decomposition. Then it follows from the IO, a~) and (-co, 01 cases that k = 1 and, for i = l,..., k, Remark 1. Let ,4", @I .*a @ $ be a spectral decomposition for system (1). Then there is a minimal decomposition 7 ; @ . . . @ 'F'i with each of the 7 I's contained in one of the ,'/;s. It can happen that a spectral decomposition is not minimal. An example of a two-dimensional system, which has the trivial spectral decomposition but is integrally separated, is given in the Remark at the end of Section 3 in 1201. On the other hand, it follows from Corollary 5 that for almost periodic systems the spectral and minimal decompositions coincide.
Remark 2. Let A(I) be an n x n matrix function, bounded and continuous on 10, co) or (-co. co) and let 7; @ ... 0 7; be a minimal decomposition for (1) with P, ,..., P, the corresponding projections. It follows from Bylov and Izobov [4 ] and MillionSEikov I17 ] that rhe characleristic exponents of (1) where MAsi (resp. IV;,,-,) is the mean value of ~;,,~(l) [resp. P,,,~ ,(t) 1. Moreover, it follows from the Remark after Lemma 3 that for each E > 0 there exists H(E) such that wi -E < M,Y.~-, , Miai < Ri + E for H > H(E). Then, using Lemma 3, 1 X(t) Pi X -' (s)l < Ki 6:"l;.@d" for s < t, < Ki ,&b,;,,'U'-tf,;,,ldrr etf2,+ t)(l Sl < Ki e (<),-I ZC)(l-.S) if f -s > T(c), < K,e'n, i 2c)lr -5) I for s < t, where pi is some constant depending on E. Similarly, IX(s)p,X-'(()I <R',e~'"~-*""'~~" for s < I.
Hence if the characteristic exponents of (1) are stable so that Ri = oi for all i, (1) is pseudo-aufonomous and its spectrum consists of the points Q, ,..., R, (cf. Coppel 191). This theorem was originally proved by MillionSEikov in 1181 using ergodic theory (cf. 191 also). The present proof is essentially the same as that given in 15, Corollary 61.
